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I, U M M A H Y 

In order to contribute to  the further development of the   iron 
and steri  producing industry in  the developing cou. tries,   it 
ir  important  to inform all   the responsible public and private 
authorities of  the    current trando in planning and construc- 
tion of   LD steel  plants.   It  goes without  saying that only  the 
economically optimum solution':  aro dealt with,   as,due to   th^r 
generally stiff competition, close cost calculation is indis- 
pensable. 

After à general comment on the various criteria for the   lay-out 
of LD steel  plants,   the specific features of  the following 
plant  parts are dealt  with: 

hot iretal system 
scrap syitem 
vessel unit 
fume cooling and cleaning plant 
additions system 
lance equipment 
slag system 
teeming system 
cranes 

In addition to this, the exchange vessel plants and the 
general central control of the steel plant are touched upo» i 

After a short    look into    the future, the paper is conclude^ 
as follows« 

Steel plant operators will always strive to lover the invest- 
ment cost, at the same time keeping in mind that the operating 
cost shall be kept as low as possible.  In the future, however, 
it will be inevitable to spend »ore money than hitherto on 
remote control, regulation,and automation (inclusive of the 
computer systems), higher demands being made also on the tech- 
nical knowledge of the maintenance personnel. 

Moreover, the increasingly severe regulations on environmental 
control will entail measures which, besides the required de- 
veloping work, certainly will b» expensive. 
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One of the most important tasks of the third Symposium on the 
Iron and Steel  Industry,  organized by UNIDO, is to promote  the 
further development of the iroi   producing industry in the developing 
countries. 

Therefore,  it  seems to be of  interest to all  the  public and private 
authorities     to know the tr«nde that cow     exist when planning and con- 
structing U> steel plants. Therefore,  the following paper   will 
show, how these problems present themselves from the view of a 
company owning four LO steel plants and,  in addition to this,  having 
been    a major participant  in the construction of many steel 
plants all over the world. 

At the beginning,   I should like to point out that, of course,  only 
the economically optimum solution* shall be discussed here, as the 
generally stiff competition  naoeaaitateaan exact cost calculation, 
now and certainly also in the future. 
I» the following, after responding to the actual trend resulting 
fro« the experience gained during many years,  lina« of futura devel- 
opment will alao    be outlined. 

1. QWMTül Consideration» 
•i * 

With the first thought of constructing a steel plant, the 
annual capacity in million tonnes is Ukm to be an important 
criterion. Shis figure not only servts as a parameter for com- 
parison of the steel plants aaong each other, but lh most 
cases also is taken as characteristic figure, when the capacity 
of complete iron and steel plants is compared.  If we now observe 
the generally applicable formulas on vessel sises indicated on 
rig. i, which can be calculated from the annual capacity given, 
the following can be saidi It is recw^ended   that these formala« be 
oe«w**a* by * certain factor ecnsidâYing the climatic conditions, 
the extérieure of the oeersting and maintenance personnel, a* 
well at the capacity of the pianta ahead of msá bJalnd the steel 
plaltt. h '."';'     ^'^'k-,--' 
It would be easy t» rate this fsctor -IsTm» * IfclsW ttmt #4th 
maximmm mt*ty t* r*&^ *m^ ctyKity mill Ì* *e*tw**d.     .J 

l-i.^i 
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As,  however,  it  Is the duty of the   planning engineer to find 
the most economical  solution,   it  is importan*  to  scrutinize 
as far as possible  the above-mentioned  influence variables. 
Some of  these influence factors are   aso time-dependent and 
one can say generally that almost all over the world increases 
in capacity of the  steel  plants occurred vithin the course of 
operation. 

Undoubtedly,   the knowledge of these factors negatively in- 
fluencing the production has increased in the course of time, 
so that in this field * higher accuracy of aim is given. 
Moreover,  by the stiff competition,   a   simpler   layout with 
less production reserves is forced.  Therefore,  the high in- 
crease« in production were possible in the past without 
too high additional investments probably cannot be reckoned 
with any more in the future. 
In the former tines of LD steel plant construction, it was 
doubted that with three vessels installed two of them covld 
be kept in continuous operation. Now, there are certainly 
no doubts of that kind. On the contrary,  it is even tried 
in some cases, to operate all three vessels at the sane tine 
for       as long as possible. 
This method is practicable since the invention of continuous 
casting, as a slab storage is quite capable of making up for 
certain discontinuities in steel plant production. But also 
the planning engineer«« task nay change, i.e. to obtain a 
maxim» production with the space given. This situation occur», 
w»»n ia      existing iron and steel works little space is 
available for the construction of a ne? steel pla*it. 
A«o»f other wintions, exchange vessel plants have been de- 
veloped which have proved a success la «*ny y*x** operation. 
The ever increasing number of enquiries proves tant in the 
future mm new developments hâve tc be expected. r*n, Fig. Ä 
show* * solution by which « matímm m^mtim em be achieved 
in « snail area. Tne figtire «te*« ti» mm *t**i plant at 
ntitwmm** ***** by naan. of w exchange *e.»i p%m^ tm 
v**mu m m * capacity eaiÄ ar< in «*ti*uoua operation. 

-g'^Ág*^.r   'i,-   -' --^^^ »mk* *••--•'* *   « 
**4""'   ""'  * ———-Mam 
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Thus, as toon as the decision on the definite size and number 
of vessels to be installed has been made  ( undoubtedly,   the 
•ost important figures in de.ining the  LD sieel  plant) and 
also all the equipment grouped around the vessel such as dust 
collecting system,  steel ladle transfer car,  slag pot car, 
Unce equipment, vessel additions system,  ladle additions 
system,  in some cases the ladle tilting¡tables»  etc.  have been 
determined with respect to their number and capacity based on 
various prove«, design formula, the material flow shall be con- 
sidered in detail prior to working out the "lay-out". 
Based on the experience gained, therefore,  in the future it 
will be tried, as far as possible not to depart fro» the basic 
conception of an LD steel plant shown in Pig.  3. Projects 
providing the vessel bay as border bay or, properly speaking, 
at first bay, must be considered unfavourable from the materials 
flow point of view within the steel plant. A solution of that 
kind will only be chosen if adverse circumstances require it. 
As environmental control nowhere in the world can be neglected, 
the sludge-treating plants and enclosed water circuits with 
recocíing plants entailing an increased pump requirement will 
be of ever-increasing importance and therefore oust be taken 
into consideration in any case when designing a new plant. 
In addition to this, the entire utilities supply shall be a 
determinant factor in working out the lay-out, Tfcis is absolute- 
ly required, as with increaaing"remote control, regulating and 
automation technique, the apace requirement for this equipment, 
such as space for contactor racks, instrumentation, computers» 
etc. will increase more ani moie. Parallel to this, also all 
the cable and piping connections will increase in quantity so 
that, in order to saws mosey» o»w has to try to plan aie pump 
rooms and the rooms for the electrics as usar es possible to 
the coftswiption polliti, 4 quiok gm* m* the list of all the 
LD steel étants in'the world citeriy shoes that maximum three 
••steli are installed in eme steel plant, row vessels combined 
ih out steel platt lead t# certain problems es to the transport 
within thé steel plnnt and therefor ere »et ideal. 
According to the aufier's opinion, ¿n tías future no mere 
^vessel plants vi» ife>- - -'-- - - * • •'"       l 
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These general   remarks on  the construction of   LD steel   plants 
in  the  following    will   be  supplemented  by  seme further   comments, 

Specific Features 

[2.01     Hot Metal  System 

In order  to obtain as far as  possible an ideal material  flow 
in  an  LD   steel   plant,      the latter should be planned within 

the  integrated  iron and  steel   plant  so that   scrap ^nd hot 
ssetal can be supplied in the most favourable manner.   If   this 
cannot be realised,  one will  try  to influence the  traffic 
routes outside the  steel  plant   in such a manner that the 
most favouraDle conditions possible result for the charging 
and/or teeming side.  Compromises in this field in the course 
of operation always have resulted in disadvantages and there- 
fore should be avoided in the future. Under the justified 
assumption that not more than three vessels are provided in 
one steel plant,  the best solution would be to supply the 
scrap from one side of the charging bay and the hot metal 
fro» the other side.  By this arrangement,  also good slag 
discharge conditions can be obtained (see Pig.  3). 
Where, du« to the unfavourable space conditions or due to 
local regulations,   the above-Indicated,  ideal solution cannot 
be realized (e.g. regulations on hot metal transportation), 
one should try to carry out material transport in two levels. 
According to our experience,  the use of these arrangements 
is decreasing more and more. 
The layout of a charging bay, moreover, is essentially in- 
fluenced by the decision, whether the hot metal is supplied 
from the blast furnace by means of torpedo ladles or in 
normal hot-metal ladles, in this case hot-metal mixers being 
provided« 
In this paper, it is,of course,not possible to discuss in 
detail ell. the advantages and disadvantages of the two 
system« of hot-metal supply mentioned. With most of the 

' projects carried out toy us, the relevant eu s t ornar i had made 
a pre^li^Ml^f de^Çt&ftm in this respect. However, where no 

%i.&,£ ¿4 % n^-ií ' &r~ V 

ttmtW 



'-.'i'.ii   p---   .T:r;.'r.     :•     ,con-      r,  r. •• ',•    ly   •!-,•-   >. u ~t o'îvr,    ¿ ri   figure, 

t fi« •   í ì *--• c    s' -i     LU ••. t :\   :•--   ''.)• i :. • • í   .'r.        .HoL>or  rorüpari   cm  of   così". 

Si-cì.   coupa r . ?or.    >:    cv-t.    ¡.. *   vr,   only   ;c   r-' ! ».-ibie .    li   after 

ex.irt   piinr ".na   the    -ost   :    r   tha   'aay   structure,   tho  crines, 

tne   rflinir.-j  •• *p; ¿p^nt .   l    ^rij',op$,   • le.   >. f    bo*n  variants  are 

consideravi    end   >:    to   th."-   íjr:tlr<    irr/*-: -it ment   costs   also   the 

operiti ni   »ni  Ti-i w!'¡,r. !.",''•'   • a •'   ni    i^itr,   viiMr.ts   are  added. 

li   3   decision   : r,   Kavov   o-     i   ne   "\< * \ ;   rox^r   3 s  mide,   in  any 

case the   po^ si tu 1 i t y  o     ¡ (,;,'. • i i inrj  A  second  nr xer at  a 

lat^r  date   ana ¿i   e<-   ¡«ravvivi   ir   tn"   i^y-our,   the   cons truct 'on 

of  a   second  mixer  being   pirallol   to   the construction of a 

third vessel   in occasion <n   ¡  steel  plant expansion.   Analyzing 

the  mixer capacities vou   find   ir  obvious  trend   towards ever- 

increasmq  mixer   shell-    r nc   largest  mixerr   built  by us up  to 

now havinq   •>  rapacity   ci    '.-oO  tonno5.   From  'he  merely  technical 

point of view  it   is quite   possible  to  build even   larger mixers: 

according  to  th     liters turc on this  subject,   however,   the  limit 

of  economy  is at   about   ,-S0(J  toimos.   Heoause  of   the  little 

statistical material avail, ib.lo on  this mat tor,   however,  all 

the factors of   influence  arc not definitely analyzed as yet- 

As it  if  th    case with  st.-ationa y fixers,  also with  torpedo 

mixers there  is obviously  the  tendency to construct  larger 

units.   Here,   however,   certain  limitation» are imposed by the rail 

gauge and the capacity   of   the track system. 

Because of  the  increasingly severe environmental control re- 

gulations,   with  futur.1   projects   i*   will  be     essential to 

provide amply dimensioned exhaust  systems for discharge of the 

fumes formed at charging and emptying of the hot metal nixer. 

More favourable will  be  the hot-metal supply by means of  tor- 

pedo mixers,  as at the re lad ling pit it is easier to provide 

an effective exhaustion of   the fumes. 

If the reladling  station ià accommodated in an ancillary bay 

outside the charging bay,   fume nuisance in the charging bay 

is least noticeable.  M so :.n the future in many cases a tiaggi»g 

stand will be provided because of its favourable influence on 



the  mixer   L<nìn;   ì i í e ,   îi'gcm j   proper  < t r r i i   ¡v   *n ; '   r.ot   be 

Crirr; J'1   ovt   rvr.ually .    but   oy   wins   _.j    ~¡ .,--¡.5 ¡ r:;¡   ;r vhi r.es. 

1rs   the  pas^.   in   sortv   rases   •-1 •••;«..  * v> 1 p-'-ent   • 01   desul prun za Lron 

of   the  hot   metal  were   prov^-ir-d   *üh;r¡   ? h«..-   tre.: i   plant,    if     and 

to  what  extent, such  rqu : pme..t   will   be   requirc-'i   In   tv-o   future 

w3ll  certainly deponi   .jr.   the   genera'   "aw-nuter ia 1   situ-Uiur.. 

There do  ?lso  exist   steel   plant-,  where  mixers  and   toriodo 

ladies are»  used.   The hot-mota1   system,   therefore,   is  somewhat 

split-up   in  such   plants.   ±n  our opinion,   however,   \n  th«   future 

the percentage of  plants of   tnat  typ*-  «11  not   increase. 

As  steel   plant   operators always endeavoured   to exactly  measure 

the  mater idi   How  jn   the   steel   plant,   it  w;ll   become  more  and 

»ore a matter of  cours«1  to exactly  weigh,by means of   platform 

and crane   scales,   the  hot-metal vantiti .s  supplied   and charged 

and to feed the date  to a central  compute** system. 

02    Scrap System 

As a basis for the lay-out cf the scrap system,   the Nomogram 
shown on Fig. 4 has proven a  «success.  Other tnan in former 
times,  steel  plant operators strive  to provide as  little 
scrap loading and scrap handling as possible within the steel 
plant. With widely spread quality program and certain varia- 
tions in the hot metal analysis, in the future it  will alno 
be possible to provide adequate equipment in the steel plant 
by means of which certain additional taring of  the scrap 
boxes can %m carried out, unless ore can be used for balancing 
out. 
On the basis of these considerations, many iron and st*el 
works have arranged â centralized scrap reloading place from 
which the scrap ij supplied to the i»áividwal steel plants, 
la soma steel plants it has also become usual to charge the 
scrap classified iato light and heary 3crap, which certainly 
is of po»itive effect on the vessel lining life,  shortest 
heat cycle ti«es can be obtained by cn*#§in$ the er.are scrap 
quantity required in one chut«; however, such large chutes 

MM 
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sometimes entail   an   increased expenditure  in  investment 
cost   such as for  haqher craneways,  etr. 
This expenditure,   however,   is justified by the profit re- 
sulting from the   increased annual output due  to quicker  scrap 
charging. 

An ideal  solution for the future would be  to try to fill  the 
scrap  into boxes and   transport  it  to the steel plant by 
adequate railway cars,  the  boxes being  taken up by the crane 
and directly charged  into the vessel.   In the future    track- 
less  scrap transfer  probably will win through more  and more. 
Ihe future will show,  however,  whether this method  is also 
possible with very large vessel units,  where an hourly scrap 
handling capacity of   more that  i00 tonnes is required. 

•*:.* 
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The  vps^f'1    i.    tt»-  de m inn tin," 'mit   in   the  LP s'.eel   plant. 
To   thi.-.-!   -or«1,    thf  pnlirt'   Pte»i   pl-.nt  planning n-iat be 
corrí : e tt i> G-.bord.i atoa. Tkir  applies, f..-., to  the  column 
di.stanr-p,    the   'ilfi'fon.'i  h^V'ht,   the    -orjcf  around   the  vessel 
unit,   pi.,-,   ^uecir.l   care  muet be  takt.n  that the  supply 
and  dir.ri'iîî'i'r  <-[  all   thf   r^te^i^i   can  take place  quickly 
¿ma   without   any   ü sturbrmc-'S.   -I.ort   heat-cycle   times 
mean  lit> h   productivity  and, thus,   a   financial profit. 

As,   however,   steel  plant operators  sometimes want to 
put   into  operation a newly lined vessel,   before  the 
other vessel  has to be withdrawn due   to worn-out lining, 
in  the  future  it will   be  tried the  more  to reduce  to 
a minimum   the  lining  timer, by adequate  equipment which 
will  be  fully mechanized,   as far as possible.  This can 
be achieved,   e.g., by quick supply of the lining material, 
favourable  brick pallet storage possibilities,  etc. 
Experience  has shown that ^ood accessibility for repair 
work,, eaci iy demoujitable       platforms,   adequate arrangement 
of the tilting drive,   nuickly mountable bearinf dis- 
mantling brackets, f*>      stalls that have to be taken care 
of at any  rate.  Al th..  r,h many competent companies 
today are  able to offer fully develöfd vessel con- 
structions,   the development certainly is not finished. 
Especially  the vessel  bearings will be further developed 
in order  to  reduce the  r.ofît of spare-part stock keeping. 
Moreover,   the ^reat number of patent applanations  shows 
that  the  connection between vessel   shell and trunnion 
rinff  still   requires a morg  ideal solution. Pa the vessel 
shell is a wear part,  in each steel plant i a has to IMI 

replaced by a new one from time to time. Therefore,  «bt 
connection between shell and trwimlen rin# is to b# 
designed  in such a manner that this vessel exchange can 
be carried out quickly. Due to th« Increasingly severe 
environmental  control regulations,   the effective exhaustion 
of the fumes during charging and tapping of the vessel 
is a problem urgently requiring an adequate solution. At 
up to raow no convincing solutions have been found,  it itr,.,' 4 

F**0 
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indispensíhle   to  carry out more  developing  work   in  this 
field. 

?.04      Fume Cooling and Cleaning Plants 

The relatively lar «re   fume  r.oolinA and  cleaning plants 
used  tn ID steel  plant construction  in  former times 
certainly are  still   remembered,   especially  the electric 
precipitators which,   because of their big volume, had to 
be arranged outside   the  atee]  plant.   These   large plant 
volumes were due  to  the   enormous       excess air factors 
usual  at that  time.   Therefore,   it was  endeavoured  to 
reduce these excess  air factors  as far as possible,   so 
that now we can already speak of "minimum gas plants». 
Moreover,  in former  times,   steel  plant  operators  in some 
ceses  installed only one  fume cool in," and cleaning plant- 
behind two alternately operated vessels.  These designs, 
however, did not turn out favourable and therefore, 
solutions of thus type will not be chosen any more. 
Also designs with which for each vessel unit a fume 
cooling plant is installed but in which fume  cleaning 
proper is carried out in a common dust collection system 
in our opinion have  almost no chance in the future. 
Therefore, in any case the modular system has to be 
g:iven preference,  a modular-type plant beinr 8 plant, 
in which each vessel unit is provided with Its own 
fume cooling.and cleaning plant. 

Considering the formula (see Pig.  f>)  on the maximum 
gas quantity generated,  according to which the fume 
cooling and clowning plants have to be designed, 
tedt.jr»*» tendency to use tm low an «¿y factor M 

po«*. bi» i« Q£^» mmvmm0mn « low air factor 
r*«.Hft_ '*» «Al gas oratiti©« and, as m consequence 
ôf tal», Aa correspondingly «jailer £!*»%*, 

fWßmmm^.am to la* ïmm> wsigtrt *f mm furae cooling 
««t'ttMlriirf&MttÄ» M*»MMftftfÌ$ arte«! structure, 
^í^:;t|^A:*;«f^A^a|í|t part in the cent of the steel 

-     ^—   *,» .... *.^... ..«*,,.        fcfpt» lighter ana 



THEORETICAL DRY GAS OU * MTKY p; AvK VALUS) 

PRIMARY CAS QUANTITY 

Qg^-C- BURNING SPEED IN%/mln 

HM= HOT METAL QUANTITY ["TON! 
n*AIR FACTOR 

SECONDARY GAS QUAKTiïV 

¿|L «03,6 *3\4 n).(^)max. HM[Nm3Mj 

RELATION BETWEEN MAX. O2-FLOW AND 
MAX C-BURNING SPEED m 

?ig. 5 - Theoretical dry gas quantity (p**k val*0 and relationship 
maximum oxygen f lowrate and maxinu» carbon burning apMd 

UMEOH*N*• 

r= CcO-CONTENT OPÛMi 94% 

CoQ-REQUIREMENT LP 

C0O» 1,7 (AOASi+27,2 AFÎ [Kg/TJDN OF HOTMETAL] 

A5i*Bl«NiN3QF8HN% 
AP .eURMNO OPPINE 
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The  dpvel.o-nnet.t   of y»t   scruto, r;-   todny har   rer' nod 
n   hirh  ri talc   o i    Whr.o] nry ,   so   í):vt  ther."   unit?'   fully 
'-.orror.ponn   to   the  anti-air  pollution  law?.   Fror.! the 
ooint  op   view  of invertirlo %t  -'ost,   th^  v/»- t   ôcruboerr. 
aro  morefrivouratle  than plertrjc  :>r*o, tp; tators. 
Thus the  wet  scrubbers will   clearly prevail   in  the   future. 
V,*ith new  plantr,,   the number  of fume coolinr  niants  with 
which the  phynir:»! and chemicnl heat of the  vessel   waste 
fueren  in used  lor steam /renerutton and   simultaneous 
utilization  in  at! iron end  steel  plant  is continuously 
decreaEin,".  There also exist only a few plants utilizing 
the CO gases immediately upon feneration.   In short. 
the energy inherent in the fuaes will be eliminated or 
carried off with at little expenditure as possible in 
the future.  It would be beyond the scope of this paper 
to enter into particulars of the individual well proved 
dust collection systems; however,  some important details 
will be touched upon her«. 

The pert arranged immediately above the vessel, the so- 
called hood, naturally is exposed to the highest them»! 
and mechanical stresses. In the past,  this part had to 
be repaired very often.  Meanwhile the steel plant o^rators 
have found adequate constructive measures to improve the 
safety in operation.  One can any that the totally piped 
hood has prevailed over the plata typ« formerly used. 

In «plU &$ tili«, It la »4vl#akl« to take oar« already 
«ten Vmitm***'0am tolMMMt J^'«ft %• m*m 
exchanged it efttf* e« - * '      •—-*"•- •••-•-     ••<••- 
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favourable   io  ir,<~,vP  ih«  hood   into   th<    crane area  b.y  roe3ns 
of  quickly  moun+.nb!e  auxiliary  structures.  Moreover,   we 
have mad i.*   the  expedience that even   to  companies well 
special i.-f-d   In   i^ir.   fi o It   time  ana  arain  the   following 
circumstance? havo to be pointer!  out: 

Beside? the  theoretical  design data   it  has to  be 
considered   that   from   t ime to  time   an  especially 
intensive  de -nrburation may  occur   and   these  short-time 
peaks hav»1   to  bp   hand'! od by   the  plant. 

In the hood,   in   most   • ases  two additions  chutes are 
provided.   Moreover,   it  should  also  be  possible  to   in««rk 
into the  vcr.se I   an Additional   lance  besides  the  blowing 
lance proper.   This additional Innce could serve,   e.ß.» 
for temperature  m^asur irt/r which,   in cooperation wi+h 
continuous carbon determination, is an  important pre- 
condition   for       dyravnic process  control   in the  futur«. 

It also must become a matter of course to prevent the 
stamping out or breaking-through of flames at the lane« 
sleeves and at  the additions chutes,   as this is detri- 
mental to the plant parts arranged above. 

As you know, with certain plant types,  nitrogen seals 
are used at these points   As nitrogen, however, rejire- 
sents a high cost factor, it is tried to keep the 
nitrogen consumption per ton of steel ss small as 
possible. 

An important function with miniatisi gas pleats is taken 
over by the movable closing ring.  After difficulties 
in the beginning, due to the unfavourable conditions 
to which the lifting    and lowering mechanism of the 
closing rinr: was expooed, the technicians were now 
successful in finding designs which come up to the 
conditions given. As, moreover,   it has now become 
possible to govern the LT) procesa with rsferejtoe  to 

the ejections,  this problem now can be looked upon as 
solved. 

tenu**    iimnmirf— •     . . —       i  • i—«_..    .• .*-JBI—A—é_. 
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The dust   formed, whioh   may   amount    to  a'.oui    ' . •'   "' 0;   th< 

met«! "líe   char¡T ,   from   fch^   ^ronorv.- :>o:nl   -> ¡'  view 

should  be   utilized   somehow,   quite   pnnrt   "ron:   the   fact 

that t'm*   "dumping"   especially with  el<Ttrir   proci- 

pi tator.«*   certainly   to   some   extent   han   a   nemtx'/p effect 

on  the environment.   One only hars   to  realize   that about 

15,000 tonnen   of dust  sccumulate   per  year with an annual 

steel production of   1   million tonnes.   Besides some other 

cases of  application,   which   will      not  be  dealt with   in 
this paoer.   the   dust  generally in   »ur>oli*d  to  the 

sinter plant.   Tn  this connection I   should  not fail 

to mention  1 he   tests   for re-us*> of LE. dust in the steel 

plant proper,   as  they are  carried  out, e.jr., in  our LD 

steel plant  in  Donnwitz nod  in the new i'overhar LD 

plant (Finland).  We  are convinced  that  also in the future 

the ré-une  of LD dust  in the steel  plant will be dealt 
with. 

2.05   Additions Svetem 

The additions system b-sides the fume cooling and 
cleaning plant holds an important place in the vessel 
bay. 

As large quantities of additions have to be stored at 
hlafc levels, the additions system contributes a /rreat 
deal te the weight of the vessel bay steel structure. 
Even if you include the bunker walls fts carrying parts 
into the steel structure, this only brings a certain 
facilitati«!, but no «saential reduction in the weight. 
Regarding capacity,  the opinions of the steel plant 
operators are split into two groups as to the planning 
principles. One group is interested  in storinri as 
large t quantity ae   possible in the vessel bay.  Typical 
representatives of this view are many American steel 
plant^«Mfttm, fbttf wnt to „tor* in the steel plant 

au«*« 
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•••'i.PT''Ni'      '    .       •>{        T      fir)   v;s;V    v;.":   t     to    -.(".;>)•>      . ¡s    tie 

.'.•••;••       • • ' •     ! h"   •.)ii¡.:< t. i t.v   ''''•;;.'<        t <>:•   • .'Vt'i'al    heatf 

'e.uifí  i •• ! Ì v   ìi:."'\   T'/>   "tí: i f,   j-rniin   be Ion"   ".i'.    tï;c 

J;p>n* ;.<•    :;'.'>-;      > ' •"  !    .••£.•("•••;; r.<)V .     .V    t.'::nk    Mini,    in 

the   futur*--   +*••     ni,,!;   'ni'3M   between  th«."e  two  extremes 

will   be  the  rifai  one  and  therefore  we   follow   the 
the»  rule« Riveli below. 

Tb--   limp   renn i. riment  rtvv heat,   heir.*? calculated 
according   to  th"  ''a^mcok  "formula  at an  a faired basicity 
of   ^   (pe^   Fi,'.   ' ),   will be   transformed   into  the hourly 
requirement.   1::  our  opinion,   a minimum stock  for fi 
hours  should be  available.   During   this  time,   it  ^a 
quite  possible   to carry out  minor or raedium repairs 
to  the .-¿da it ions conveyor systems. 

Moreover,   an automatic  feeding system shall  be provided, 
ensuring   that  feeding  is started  immediately after a 
certain minimum  level has been reached  in a bunker.  As 
shown in Fig.   7,  with thin method  relatively small 11»* 
bunkers can be used.   Therefore,   tne weight of the steel 
structure  can  oe reduced and, moreover,   less personnel la 
required  due to  the automation provided.  The worker in 
former times responsible for filling the day bunkers it 
no more required and the feeding system can b« super- 
vised by one man who is also responsible for the under- 
ground bunkers and the reloading station outside th* 
steel plant. 
For the dimensioning of the flu* saterial bunkers, the 
ore, and   (possibly)    the coke bonkers, no firn rules can be 
indicated.  These dimensions have to be determined 
according to the circumstance».  îfe# capacities in mont 
case« are determined according tö the apace still 
available in the vessel bay» the bunkers alwaya having 
to be at least 1,5 m wide and their height being about 
the same as for the lime bunkers. 
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It should broom* ii :iHtr.r oí' eourr.e th;-.l the audition:-, 

sy.stom proper, • onr .¡ ¡ M ?,'; o i th'^ wei.-h hoppei-r. and the 

cji^ch  : <-• devicf.-y, will tie aut or'f: î.f..l and controlled 

from tuo central »or.trol nop. Tn «dditUn to thia, 

it iP worth, while to reflect on the required accuracy. 

Fi;ç. ° showr the eiferte  oí   the tolerance on the final 

t*"v*-rature. The ^re.itrst influence on the temperature i« 

•xercir.ud by i laocuratt" meaBuremerttB of   hot metal quantities 

and the- carbon .ontcnt, wherens inaccuracies in weighing 

the lime quor.i iti on have    almost no influence on the 

final temperature. The diagram clearly shows that a 

weighing tolerance of about 1 % is  acceptable by all 

means. This shows that in the past some requirements 

had been too revere and wc are convinced that in future 

e.g. belt weighers, bein/r of less accuracy - will do. 

Some steel plant planners also sav an advantage in 

considering the ladle additions as an integral   part 

of the vessel additions. In our opinion, this is no 

economical solution, as it does no* make much sense 

to convey additions that in the end are used some 

meters above floor level, to up to about 40 to 45 m 

level. Moreover, a separate ladle additions supply 

system is certainly more advantageous and the bunkers 

for the ladle additions will be arranged in the vessel 

bay only at the absolutely required level. 
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Lane»3   Squ ; pm*-n.t 

In   tne   '¡r,   ino   .,o< ,çr.or    r;   mo>t   cases   «vas  compelled   to 

dr-sigr.   t :-,'.-     an.»    v>,u:pment  within  a   narrow  qiven  space. 

Later,   *-\\c   1 ir.cn   o^uip'nt'nt   v¿ s qiven  more   space,   as ex- 

ppi¡fí,<<-   snow« -1   th.i*    ' anc^    ;')A.'ic    r-jquinng  too much 

tin    results  ir   a   luv*   m  thß  output.   This was  also  the 

reason  why    ;>itt    SOM.   the   lance equipment   was  provided 
with   twc   ¡incoi,  and   lancr  . • .•••:,.-i.í'     vas  remote-controlled. 

In any  a s.o.   care  nnst   be  titeen  th^t   the   lances can  De 

easily   removed   Fron,  the  vessel  bay.   The   most   Favourable 

solution  i s  to  provide  a lance slot   in longitudinal di- 

rection  through  the entire vessel   bay.   This  lance slot, 

being       .^ tjr. , iy advantageous  for  lanco dismantling, 

however,   requires certain statical  measures at  the steel 

structure.  As especially big  lances are difficult to 

handle,  care   muot  be taken to accommodate the lance repair 

shop as near as  possible to  the place vhere the lances 

are used. 
The time certainly will come when,   besides continuous 

temperature measuring,   also  the carbon content  vili be 

continuously measured during blowing.  Already now,  it  is 

recommended to provide  sufficient  space  beside the lance 

equipment,  where the equipment necessary for carbon content 

measuring can be installed above the vessel at a later date. 

In addition to this, with the changing conditions on the 

scrap market, again and again situations will arise that 

raise the interest in the use of scrap preheating lanqej. 

Also for these situations,  adequate measures should be 

taken. 

2.07      Slag System 

Among the great number of possibilities to renové the 
slag from the steel plant, trackless transportat-icn is 

prevailing more and more. During slagging, the slag pot 

stands on a slag pot transfer car travelling on the same 



trac;:  an  the   st-»«'!   ladle   transfer car.   Aft or  Raggira, 
however,   the   slaq  v>\   is  mo/ed  out   of   the vessel   area   by 
means of  t.hi". car,   urn ì 1    it   can   be   taW.-r. "p .m<í   removed 
by the  trac<less vehici*-. 
A  V?ìC  ralf-*   to which  not  much   importance  vas att-tcht'd 
in the  past,   «mould,  however,   beibso^atei>   foUovsd wr.«n 
planning new  steel   plants:  slagging  should  be carried 
ou^ on the  sidle    vhere  scrap is charged into the vet.se 1. 
This because  the  slag skin forming during slagging con- 
siderably protects  the vessel   lining from scrap falling 
down during cnarging.  Comparative investigations have 
show that  by this method the wear lining life can be 
essentially  increased.  Due to automatic daca  lugging 
gaining more and more importance in  the steel plant, 
the necessity to also weigh the slag quantity becomes 
apparent, especially in LD-AC plants, vhere t#o slags are 
for««d.  Because of the unfavourable conditions of instal- 
lation,  this is an object hard to achieve,  but  in vieu/ 
ot the ever-increasing importance of data logging,  this 
vish certainly cannot be ignored. 

2*08     <ftl\m flffSffP 

After the development of the W process, in the field of 
the casting system, the conventional methods could be ad- 
hered to until continuous casting was developed. When de- 
signing the casting system, consideration had to be given 
to th* enormous hourly output of an U> vessel.  It is true 
that the scope of the individual units such as longitudi- 
ni, «ina trasiveyaal teeming atands, ««mid depositing stands 
•ad «aeiUety equipment cam toe «etiiy calculated, expérience 
however has shown that egwit» efW tí* teeming syttest turned 
out the bottle-neck of the «*t**fe production system, even 

,- v «*** ¿tip* i*$mám tM**;W****** PW®* *** uyc«t 
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Ih*rc,oie.   ..   i,   ro,,w%(,   tv,   jmr]y  ^^rsim  the   ca 

sysipm.    ,n order   t ,  cope ,1   n  a K  'ne   ^rv. turns  that   might 
irise  in operation. 

*?rai¡s-  of  tir-  rüu-h  wo*- r.--j conditions   *n  the casting 

system,   alsu her( .   mechanistic wi.l   ^ ir  mure and  more 

ground   in  tne  ..„vre   Í*.,.  moula cleaning,   remote  teeming 
ladie  si.op:*?r roi.t.rol,   cu . ''; 

A re*l   revolution   i«   tn.ì caUim  system was   the deveiop- 
Wnt  °f   co*tinw*   -asti»,:!,   ¿ont i,mous  casting   will      not 
be dealt  w.t!.  in d-n.-ul.  as  thu would  ^   beyond the   scope 

o:   this  pape-;   hoi-ever,   it  has  to be mentioned that   the 

number oi   steel  plants casting   100 % of   their production 

in continuous casting pi.nts  and  prov;dinq conventional 

casting  equipment   or. l y  for erncr,enev purpose, is continuous- 

ly increasing,   ir  these ororjency casting units,  only   the 
content   of  one  steel   teeming   indie cm  be   cast. 

¡.O-i    Crane; 

A. nowhere  m the   iron ir.d  steel  *cr;cs    *ra craw»    so 

closely  bound up with   the production as  in  the steel 

Plant,   great  importance must   be  attached   tc  the safety 

m operation,   m  this connection.   I should  like to men- 
tion some directive   points: 

- absolut* readiness for service,  which  in extrem, cases 

will culminate   in   the decision to provide  in the charging 

bay not one sor,, P-charging crane and one hot-rr.etal  cran* 

but two hot-mot .1  cranes    eacn of them being also capable 
of charging scrap. 

This investment only will produce full  effect,  if adequate 
depositing places  are provided  for the  case of cran« re- 

pair being required.  This is most cases requires an addi- 

tional  area  in the  charging bay,   so that   the second  crane 

can cover the entire field of operation.  The min reason 

why the theoretical plans oí a crane less  steel plant hav« 
not been realized yet is the very endeavour to ensvre a 
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100 % readiness  for action. 

- adequate  protective  me.isur« 3 against  heat   , «-ch as      heat 
shields  to protect   the erano  structure,   heat  radiation 
shields for the cabies, etc.   should  be provided from tha 
beginning,  as regarding tnis  in   the past mdny  steel plant 
Operators had  to  learn it  the hard way 

- in most  cases,   on  the vessel  charging  side  somewhat  smaller 
approaches that usual and certain  lifting heights are de- 
sireable.  Due to  this,  special designs  ire required in some 
cases,   but on the other hand,   th-j danger oi   accidents is 
reduced,  as the crane driver is not handicapped  in his 
manipulation possibilities. 

- also remote control and transmission of measured values such 
aa      wi ìghing data vii!  be of  increasing importance  in 
the future. 

- air conditioning of  the driver's cabs of the main  steel 
plant cranes should become a master of course. 

3-      SPtcial Cases 

Up to now in this paper only steel plants with stationary 
vessel units have been ¿«alt with.  There exists, however, a 
great auwber of steel plants where, due to the lack of space, 
the vessel units had to be designed in such a manner that 
they can be exchanged after eaeh vessel campaign,  so that - 
apart fro» the short exchange tira«s - the plant can be con- 
tinuously operated and the relining tines »re of no influence 
en the production times. Depending on the shape of the trunnion 
ring (horse-shoe shaped or closed trunnion rinjr), there are 
different solutions as to the design. Experience in operation 
of such plants has sfcovn that they fully co*e up to the 
Operators * expectations and therefore also in the future 
exchange vessels will he used. As to the certainly interesting 
technical details, in mis connection I would like to refer to 
tn* various publications by vt5a»T-AU>W8. 



Convro I   rJ  

Bernia* of  the  po:-.itlv.-  experience gained,   contrary 
tn  older  Kte.-l   plants,   iu  the   future  as   far as possible 
central   ror^.r.^i    oil,.Us  will   »<••  provided,   where not 
only   the  contro;   of   ihe   !ann-   and   the   additions of   all 

the  vcsr.o1::   in;-: a! led   i<-   carbim-d 

aes: C'1 t, ic   en' ire  «'»«'"J i1 ion:; 

but  al.no  the control 
vr.tem  and  tie  fume 

cooliT-   and  fUü.niri/  pl'int-, arc located.   Only the 
control:; of  the   tiltin,:  drive,   the  steel   ladle trans- 
fer, and  the   s**::  car  will   be provided   at  the  individual 
venscls.   Th-   ever-i w^asim'  requirements  «¿aniit* control 
and  relation  sonetines  complicate  the  provision  of 
th-  required  ¿pace  at  the  ri.-ht point   (Figs.   9 and  10 
show ridvanta-pous  solutions).   In addition to this, 
also for the  increasingly important process automation 

the  required  space must be provided. 

At the moment,   static models are still  in use, but in the 
future certainly dynamic       models will be  used.  AB  soon 
as  it will be porsiDIC  to carry out -   together with 
continuous  temperature measuring ~ also continuous carbon 
determination  with cuffie lent accuracy,   the desired 
accuracy of air. as  to temperature and  analysis can be 
achieved.   All theae measure.s - with simultaneous   improve- 
ment in quality and output - are personnel-saving,   *rt **y 
do not reouce  the requirement of qualified maintenance 

personnel. 

Outlook tt   the   future  and conclusion 

The fact thßt the profitability increases with the siii 
of the pi nt  reise-,  the question, where the liffllt for 
maximum production units will be.  It is known that vtsitla 
of up to y/0 tonnes capacity can be safely operated. Fro« 

the «echatucai  engineering points of view it is quit« 
possible to build vessels between 4ÓQ «n4 500 tonnes. 
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Airo  the   rcquiro-.l  ^cUflry   enu;  m-n     (e./;.   crm-: ) 
,lo  not    nUBc    any  problem.   A  survey o;   all   steel  planto at 
prônent      in operation  *r  be. In,-,  Panned,   however,   rhovs 
that m*diu»-size-vessel   seel   .liant.-  are  by  all  mean* 
justified.   One   reason  for  this  -  heridos  other  reasons   - 
rr.i-ht bo   the   Ca- t   tbr.t   in   -ontLnuous  ear., tin." pUnts 
only Indies -ip  to v;o  t shall  be  used. 

Looking  forward,there  rises  the  question whether  the 
dream of  continuous   steel   production will   soon  become 
reality,   so that  continuous  castin/  can be  preceded 
by continuous refining.   Considering,  however,   that by 
installine: three  lar.^-size vessels oí   about  500  tonnes 
each,   it  is easily possible  to achieve  an hourly output 
of ^00 tonnes  in a s tee:   plant,   one cv: easily  ima-ine 
that  for  all  ,oi.tinuous  processe«   it vili be  difficult 

to  ,-et  a   firm   footing   in  t;iis  fie.Vd. 

If  in the  future,   in  ordor  to  .save  investment  cost,   the 
constructions or steel plants will be  corried out even 
more  rational   than  up   to now,   hi^cr   investments  in  the 
field  of    reinóte control,   regulation,   automation in- 
cluding computer system    unfortunately will be unavoidable, 
Also the increasingly severe environmental regulations 
will require measure*  in   the  steel plant that certainly 

will be very expensive. 

Moreover, the  fact that some  savings in the field of 
investment possibly may result in higher operational 
co^t should be kept in mind and therefore it is the 
steel plant project engineer's duty to find the best 

compromise. 

Although this paper only dealt with the trend in the 
construction of LI) eteel plants,  finally I should like 
to mention that a great deal of the statements to the 
same extent applies to OBM steel plants under lively 

discussion at the moment. 






